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Canon i-SENSYS 057H toner cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Black

Brand : Canon Product code: 3010C002

Product name : i-SENSYS 057H

i-SENSYS 057H Toner Cartridge, Black

Canon i-SENSYS 057H toner cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Black:

Extend the time between toner replacements and lower the cost of printing per page with this high-yield
cartridge. Push productivity to the next level with a yield of up to 10,000 pages and reap the rewards of
superior quality from a genuine Canon cartridge. Replacements couldn't be simpler - easy installation
means any staff member can make a cartridge change while the Auto Seal Removal technology ensures
each switch is mess- and hassle-free.

Extend the time between toner replacements and keep productivity high with yields of up to 10,000
pages per cartridge
Maximise printer lifespan and printing quality with genuine Canon ink designed specifically for the i-
SENSYS range
Return every toner cartridge to be reused or recycled. It's free, easy and environmentally friendly
Take the hassle and mess out of toner changes with Auto Seal Removal technology
Take a step towards a smaller carbon footprint thanks to fully recyclable packaging

Features

Compatibility *
i-SENSYS LBP223dw i-SENSYS
LBP226dw i-SENSYS MF443dw i-
SENSYS MF445dw

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Black toner page yield 10000 pages
Type * Original

Features

Printing colours * Black
Brand compatibility * Canon

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990

Other features

Print technology Laser printing
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